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Located in the northwest end of the Kowloon Peninsula, the Chinese University is celebrated 
for the beauty of its campus: built on a hillside, it is the largest and the most stunning in Hong 
Kong. Most of this area is covered in greenery and offers a natural habitat for many varieties 
of flora and fauna which great care has been taken to protect and enhance. The pedestrian-
friendly campus is perfect for bird and botany tours, as well as hiking, cycling and long leisurely 
walks. A stroll from the MTR University Station to any of the University’s Colleges may take 
visitors past a lily pond, rare trees, a Chinese pavilion, a tree-lined mall, monastic courtyards, 
a Chinese medicinal garden, famous sculptures, award-winning architecture and many other 
attractions. All this makes the Chinese University an ideal environment for an exchange 
experience.

Chinese University of Hong Kong

The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) is a top university in Hong Kong and Asia, 
founded in 1963 in response to society’s demand for higher education that would combine 
and bring out the best of Chinese and western cultures. At CUHK students will have the 
opportunity to study in a stimulating cosmopolitan and dynamic environment among 
colleagues and teachers from all around the world. The education experience is distinguished 
by a college system, bilingualism and multiculturalism. Cantonese is the main spoken language 
in Hong Kong, but CUHK is a multilingual university, with English, Cantonese or Putonghua 
(Mandarin) used as the languages of instruction. Exchange students will have the opportunity 
to choose courses entirely offered in English.
The CUHK beautiful 137.3-hectare campus is the largest and greenest in Hong Kong. It 
houses a range of facilities essential for an all-round campus experience, such as world-class 
libraries, art museums, music halls, swimming pool, sports fields, tennis courts, squash courts, 
water sports center and gymnasiums. Living in Hong Kong is expensive, but studying at 
CUHK can be extremely affordable: there are 34 canteens, restaurants and cafes on campus 
serving delicious cuisines at economical prices.  

Points of Strength

https://www.cuhk.edu.hk/

national ranking #2
Building and Architectural Engineering
Ingegneria dei Sistemi Edilizi
Management of Built Environment

Call for International Mobility  for ay 2020/21

Bilateral Agreement Extra EU: 2 positions

Technical Information

SCUOLA DI
ARCHITETTURA URBANISTICA
INGEGNERIA DELLE 
COSTRUZIONI

Promoter BAE: Giuliana Iannacone 
Promoter ISE: Liberato Ferrara
Promoter MBE: Giancarlo Paganin

Language of the courses: Spanish


